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NEW STRONG BRAND
The Bielsko-Biała-based company ALUPROF S.A. was
founded as a result of a merger of two enterprises in
the aluminium systems business: Metalplast-Bielsko
S.A. the leader on the Polish market for architectural
aluminium systems, and Aluprof Sp. z o.o. the leading
supplier of aluminium systems for production of roller
blinds and roll-up gates. The idea of merging these two
companies, functioning within the Capital Group Grupa
Kęty, was to establish a company with the potential to
become the leading supplier and distributor of aluminium
systems in Central and Eastern Europe and build a
major European brand. The company manages the
experienced personnel, the materials and technologies
used meet strict quality criteria, and the offered
solutions are popular in many European and nonEuropean markets.
The Headquarters of Grupa Kęty’s Board of Directors, Bielsko-Biała

ALUPROF S.A. belongs to Grupa Kęty, the most modern and fastestdeveloping company in the aluminium business in Poland.
The company forms a holding consisting of several subsidiaries that
process altogether almost 50 tons of aluminium raw materials
and sell their products to several dozen countries in Europe and
worldwide. Grupa Kęty is the leader on the Polish market for
aluminium profiles, aluminium systems, and flexible packaging.
The list of its about 1,500 customers includes national concerns,
large and medium enterprises, as well as wholesale companies
and craftsmen’s workshops, representing almost every branch of
industry, from the construction trade to the automotive, interior
equipment, electromechanical trades, and food trades. Manufactured
in Bielsko-Biała and Opole, the aluminium systems for the building
industry and the roller blind and gate systems represent one of the
three strategic operating areas of the Group, which, due to the
investments of more than PLN 600 million realised in the recent
years, has modern machinery and proven technologies. With such
a strong base that includes a new press shop, paint shop, anodising
shop, and a team of people who manufacture aluminium construction
systems, ALUPROF S.A. is able to provide comprehensive service for
both small and large building investments.
In the future, Grupa Kęty wants to extend its domestic market share
and emphasise its presence abroad more strongly. The objective is
to become the Central and Eastern European leader in three major
business areas: aluminium profiles, aluminium systems, and flexible
packaging.

Aluprof plant in Bielsko-Biała
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Aluprof plant in Opole

About the Company
PRODUCTION
ALUPROF S.A. consists of plants with an
area of almost 50,000 m² that are outfitted
with modern equipment, e.g. an automated
line for production of combined profiles, six
latest-generation lines for production of
profiles and roller blind boxes, an efficient
powder paint shop, high bay warehouses, and
efficient transport.
Thermal separator crimping line
The line for crimping thermal separator
in combined profiles uses fully automated
manufacturing processes. Modern devices
by Hermann Müller from Switzerland provide
efficient production of thermally insulated
window, door, and façade profiles, ensuring
that the final product is manufactured with
high accuracy every time.

Paint shop
The modernised powder painting process line
is comprised of a quick colour change spray
booth by the American company Nordson. The
booth’s construction: the special material
used for construction of its walls and the
powder feed and recovery system allow the
paint to be used effectively and removed from
the circulation system quickly and efficiently.
This ensures not only that paint powder is
applied accurately in the fully-automated
process, but also that the colour of the
coating being applied can be changed quickly.
Profile manufacturing lines
The devices for manufacturing roller blind
profiles are fully automated and modern lines
by DREISTERN and DALLAN, which ensure
high efficiency and shape repeatability.
Profiles are manufactured by roll forming
(profiling) of aluminium sheets in these lines.
Depending on the profiling roll assemblies
used, it is now possible to manufacture 8
types (sizes) of profiles.
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Roller blind box manufacturing
line
The boxes are manufactured in a two-stage
process. The first stage is roll profiling of the
aluminium sheet edges that form the locks of
the box being manufactured, while the second
stage is giving it the box shape by bending
at a appropriate angle with an edge bending
machine. Both of these computer-controlled
processes are carried out automatically on
the DREISTERN line.

HISTORY
beginning of the 20th century - foundation of
manufactories by Augusta Gross, Jan
Ochsner, and Karol Szwabe in Bielsko;
1945 - passing the state control over the
manufactories and changing the name to
Metal Products Factory;
1951 - creation of the state-owned factory
under the name of “Metal Products
Factory – Biała”;
1961 - aluminium construction elements
went into production;
1965 - changing the name to “Budoplast”
Bielsko Hardware and Installation Plants;
1972 - commencement of building the new
plant in Bielsko-Biała;
1973 - another change of the enterprise’s
name to “Metalplast-Bielsko” Construction
Equipment Components Manufacturing
Plant;
beginning of the 1990s - privatisation of
Metalplast-Bielsko;
1993 - entry into the Commercial Register;
1996-1997 - capital linkage with GRUPA
KĘTY S.A.;
1997 - establishment of Aluprof Sp. z o.o.
in Opole;
January 31st, 2006 - Grupa KĘTY S.A. acquired
100% shares of Aluprof stock;
2006 - merging of Metalplast-Bielsko S.A.
and Aluprof Sp. z o.o.

About the Company
QUALITY
An important part of the company’s operation
is striving to continuously improve the level of
quality of products and customer service.
A lot of investments being carried out revolve
around this aim. We always try to ensure
that our products meet the provisions of
the European standards and the changing
construction regulations.
The company’s quality management system
met the requirements of the ISO 9001
standards, which was documented in 1997 by
the certifying organisations IQ-NET, DQS, and
PCBC. Since then, the quality management
system has been subject to cyclical audits.
Metalplast-Bielsko S.A. also participated
in the joint activities of Grupa Kęty S.A.’s
environmental policy, and since January 2004,
together with the other companies of the
Group, it has been in possession of the ISO
14001 Environmental Management System
Certificate. The offered products meet the
requirements of the European standards of
quality for alloys, performance tolerance, and
strength features.

Apart from the main warehouse
in Bielsko-Biała and the network of several
wholesale outlets in Poland, distribution is
also conducted by partnership companies
located in, among other countries,
Russia, Ukraine, Hungary, Germany,
Great Britain, Romania, and the Czech
Republic.
Finland

Sweden

Russia

Latvia
Lithuania
Ireland

Great
Britain
Byelorussia
Poland

Germany

Czech
Rep.

Ukraine
Slovakia
Hungary

Austria

A LUMINIUM
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SALES
Due to a consistently realised strategy
focusing on design of modern system
solutions, a dynamically developing and efficient
systems distribution network, and extensive
cooperation with joinery manufacturers,
architecture offices, and construction
companies, Aluprof S.A. has reached a selling
level that allows it to obtain dominating market
shares: 45% in systems for the construction
industry; 60% in roller blinds and roll-up gates.

Romania

ALUPROF IN POLAND
Distribution of ALUPROF products in Poland
is carried out from warehouses in BielskoBiała, Opole, Poznan, Szczecin, and Gdynia,
and through the network of regional wholesale
outlets. Therefore, our products are easily
accessible to Customers in any region.
ALUPROF IN EUROPE
Distribution of products outside Poland is
carried out by the following subsidiaries:
ALUPROF UKRAINA in Kiev,
ALUPROF HUNGARY in Budapest,
ALUPROF RUS in Moscow,
ALUPROF ROMANIA in Bucharest,
ALUPROF DE in Bremen,
ALUPROF UK in Manchester,
and ALUPROF SYSTEM CZECH in Ostrava.
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About the Company
Our attention to the entire process of
design, manufacture, and obtaining the
appropriate validating documents has the
result that the final product based on Aluprof
systems can not only meet the requirements
of relevant standards and guarantee high
quality, but also ensure full safety and
comfort of use.

RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT
In our activities, we put strong emphasis
on the quality of our products and the
development of our offer. The company has
experienced design personnel and specialist
software for designing, thermal and strength
calculations, and other kinematic simulations.
Both in Poland and in the countries in which
they are distributed, the aluminium systems
have documents that are the basis for
their certification as being fit for use in the
building industry. Before going on sale, the
newly developed solutions go through relevant
research procedures - both internal, at our
company’s test stands, and external, at
independent institutes and certifying units.
Among the units where approval and
certification processes are carried out
for constructions based on MB aluminium
systems are Europe’s most reputable
research institutes, including but not limited
to the Building Research Institute in Warsaw
and the Institute of Window Technologies
(IFT) in Rosenheim. Individual research is also
conducted in the case of specific objectrelated requirements . The documents
obtained by our products confirm their high
parameters and quality in accordance with
the requirements of the European standards.
For external roller blind and roll-up gate
systems, we use selected materials for
production of profiles to ensure their
excellent quality. Sheets are supplied by the
world’s leading manufacturers of varnished
aluminium sheets. These companies have
ISO 9001, ISO 9002, and ISO 14001
certificates. The highest quality of our
products is also a result of the creative
work of the design department. It develops
constructions of new components of roller
blinds, taking into consideration the remarks
and instructions of our customers; conducts
research; and controls performance quality
at every stage of production.
As a result of the certification proceeding
conducted by the Building Research
Institute’s Certification Plant in Poznan,
we obtained certificates of conformity to
technical approvals for all profiles, aluminium
boxes, side covers of boxes, guides, and
bottom strips. These documents allow our
products to be used universally in the building
industry.
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antiburlgar and fire tests

Awards and distinctions
Golden Statue for the Leader of
Polish Business 2002,

Certificates
Institutes and organisations certifying
the company and its products.

European Medal for MB-78EI and
MB-SR50 systems

Commendation in the ranking of the fastest-developing Polish
companies “Gazelles of Business”;
31st place in the ranking of the most dynamically developing Polish
companies in 2005 and 20th place in the ranking of innovative
companies;
The Title of Fair Play Enterprise 2003.
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MB-SR50

FA Ç A D E S Y S T E M S

Mullion-transom curtain wall, on whose basis external and internal developments, all
types of light curtain walls, large glazed planes, as well as spatial structures such as
rotundas, winter gardens, vestibules, verandas, skylights, awnings, etc., are made.
The shape of mullions and transoms allows aesthetic façades to be built with visible
narrow parting lines, while at the same time ensuring the durability and strength
of the construction. In addition, the profiles have rounded external corners that
give the so-called “soft-line” effect. The MB-SR50 system allows different versions
of appearance to be obtained, including the so-called vertical or horizontal line
(MB-SR50 PL) and the semi-structural version (MB-SR50 EFEKT). This system can
also be used by applying it to a wooden or steel construction.

C U R TA I N W A L L
Freedom of design
The wide offer of profiles allows the
architects and designers to realise even the
most enterprising ideas for aluminium and
glass constructions.

Wide possibilities of application
The system is designed to construct and
make lightweight flat curtain walls of hanging
and filling type, as well as roofs, skylights,
and other spatial constructions.
Section depth: mullions 15-185 mm,
transoms 5-145 mm. Filling thickness range:
4-48 mm.

High aesthetics.
Variants of execution
The shape of mullions and transoms allows
aesthetic façades to be built with visible
narrow parting lines, while at the same time
ensuring the durability and strength of the
construction. In addition, the profiles have
rounded external corners that give the socalled “soft-line” effect. An aesthetic variant
of the façade is MB-SR50 PL, the so-called
horizontal and vertical line where partitions,
horizontal or vertical, are emphasised.
A particular variant is MB-SR50 EFEKT,
which resembles the structural wall in
appearance; a uniform and smooth wall is
obtained from the outside which is divided by
the structure of vertical and horizontal lines
of 20 mm in width.

The Construction Institute at the University
of Zielona Góra
design / arch. Jerzy Gołębiowski
execution / Defor
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Boryspil International Airport , Kiev, Ukraine
design / арх. Кондращенко И.
execution / Микол, Киев

Proven strength
Depending on partitions and external loads,
the system includes the proper number of
mullions and transoms with different depths
and moments of inertia ofIx=55-700 [cm4],
selected so that the optimum use of aluminium
is ensured and the costs of material are
reduced effectively. For very heavy loads, all
the mullions can be additionally reinforced
with special internal aluminium sections to
enhance their strength even more.
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Excellent resistance to water
penetration and air leakage
The system assumes that the mullion-totransom connection will be made using
a lining joint, which allows correct water
removal and proper wall ventilation and
obtaining low values of air infiltration
coefficient a=0.022 m³/(h*m*daPa2/3) and
water tightness up to the value of differential
pressure p=120 dPa. The above values
were obtained as a result of strength and
operation tests.

Arkadia Shopping Centre, Warsaw
design / BEG Group, Biuro RTKL, Atelier Włodzimierz Nyczak,
execution / Defor, Śrem

FA Ç A D E S Y S T E M S / M B - S R 5 0
Proper compensation of thermal
elongations
Due to the development of correct mullionto-transom joint that considers changes in
transom length according to temperature
and introduction of half-mullions, different
variants of horizontal expansion joint
compensation were obtained. The vertical
expansion joint is compensated by
appropriate fastening of mullions in brackets
and telescopic joints.

Fire safety
The layered structure of the window head
& sill area in which non-flammable materials
such as mineral wool and drywalls are used
ensured that fire classification of EI30
and EI60, according to construction, was
obtained. These solutions are also classified
as NRO (non fire-spreading).
These classifications relate to the basic
version of the façade as well as MBSR50 PL
and-SR50 EFEKT.

Excellent thermal and sound
insulation power
The use of continuous thermal separator
made from HPVC insulating material and
EPDM profiled glass gaskets makes it
possible to obtain the appropriate thermal
insulation power class for a transparent
part, according to DIN 4108 from the
frame material group of 2.1 to 1. Depending
on the type of panes and solution of nontransparent area used, appropriately high
sound insulation power classes are obtained.

No limitations when designing
spatial constructions
To make a broken wall in the horizontal and
vertical cross-section, special overlapping
profiles and appropriately shaped clamping
and concealing strips were used, which
caused that there were no restrictions in
shaping the spatial mass of the building and
eliminated the necessity of using special
angle mullions.

Faculty of Electrical Engineering at the Wroclaw University
of Technology

Collegium Stomatologicum, Poznan

design / Archidea Architectural Studio,

design / „Namysł-Namysł i Partnerzy” Studio
arch. Piotr Namysł, arch. Małgorzata Oziewicz, arch. Karol Szymaniak
execution / Defor, Śrem; Infrabud, Poznan

arch. Ewa Frankiewicz, arch. Adam Winiarski
execution / Darbud i Opal, Wroclaw

Reliable fasteners
The accessories that come with the system,
brackets, and aluminium connectors to
fasten the wall to the building’s structure
are made of EN AW-6060 T66 aluminium
alloy (AlMgSi0, 5F22). Due to their modern
construction, they allow the wall to be
positioned in three directions, which decidedly
facilitates its installation.
Designed compatibility
A characteristic feature of the system is
its strict correlation with door-and-window
systems MB-45, MB-59S, MB-60, and
MB-70.
Reliable fastening
The system is designed so that a force that
could tear the screw from the mullion and
transom’s aluminium support would have to
exceed 450 kg. This is confirmed by tests
conducted by renowned foreign institutes.
This solution allows the system to operate
safely for dozens of years.
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Reduced labour demand
Elimination of all types of cut-outs in side
surfaces of the mullions and fastening the
filling by screwing the clamping strips using
self-tapping screws, without the necessity to
pre-drill holes in the insulator, allowed labour
demand to be reduced.

Colour palette
A wide selection of colours in the standard
palette allows the needs of the most
demanding customers to be satisfied. Colour
coatings are applied by the powder painting
or anodising methods.

TECHNICAL APPROVALS, CERTIFICATES
Building Research Institute Warsaw
IFT Rosenheim (Germany)
RST Sankt Petersburg (Russia)
Seprokievbudprojekt (Ukraine)
EMI Budapest (Hungary)

Kazimierz Gallery, Cracow
design / IMB Asymetriaarch. Witold Gilewicz,
arch. Marek Borkowski, arch. Andrzej Lipski,
arch. Wojciech Dobrzański
execution / Alumen, Poznan; Eljako-Al, Legionowo

Constructions available in the MB-SR50 system:

MB-SR50 EFEKT

12

MB-SR50 PL

MB-SR50 A

MB-SR50 A
“glass mullion”

MB-SG50
hopper window

roof window

FA Ç A D E S Y S T E M S / M B - S R 5 0
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Mullion cross-section
MB-SR50

Symmetrical angle joint – cross-section
MB-SR50

Symmetrical angle joint – cross-section
MB-SR50

SG-50 window in the curtain wall – crosssection
MB-SR50
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Scale 1:2

FA Ç A D E S Y S T E M S / M B - S R 5 0
Transom cross-section
MB-SR50

Articulated joint of transoms – cross-section

MB-SR50
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Scale 1:2

FA Ç A D E S Y S T E M S / M B - S R 5 0
MB-59S window in the curtain wall – cross
section
MB-SR50

Roof – transom cross-section
MB-SR50

Roof window in the curtain wall – cross-section
MB-SR50
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Scale 1:2

FA Ç A D E S Y S T E M S / M B - S R 5 0
Mullion, RMG 1 – cross-section
MB-SR50

Transom, RMG 1 – cross-section
MB-SR50
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MB-SR50 PL

Solution MB-SR50
“Horizontal line” is the aesthetic
variant of the mullion and transom
façade, in which horizontal and vertical
partitions are emphasised. This is
realised by using the appropriate
masking (e.g. elliptical) strips to stress
one direction of façade division, whereas
in lines that are perpendicular to them,
the glass fastening strips are eliminated.
When required, the connectors that
function between fillings can be used in
these lines and masked with so-called
weather silicone or special gasket, thus
making them not visible from the outside.
As in other façade versions, hinged
windows can be used in the MB-SR50
PL construction without changing its
appearance.

Horizontal line – transom cross-section
MB-SR50 PL

Horizontal line – mullion cross-section
MB-SR50 PL
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MB-SR50 A

OVERLAPPING SYSTEM FOR
WOOD AND STEEL
Based on MB-SR50 mullion and transom
wall, the lining system was developed to
make it possible to join constructional
materials with properties that are
different inside and outside the room.
The aluminium components used on
the outside are to provide excellent,
durable, and indestructible protection
of the internal frame construction
against weather conditions. Two types
of materials can be used for building the
supporting structure: wooden profiles,
which are used due to their natural beauty
to create a nice and cosy atmosphere; or
steel, which is used when industrial décor
is required or when there are large spans
between supports.

System construction
MB-SR50 A
consists of screwing the aluminium profile
(mullion-transom) to the wooden or steel
profile to obtain a complex strength
profile. The mullion-transom profile is
covered with a special EPDM continuous
jacket seal; thus, the whole façade meets
high parameters of thermal and sound
insulation power for the basic crosssections.

S
FA Ç A D E S Y S T E M S

MB-SR50 A system
can be used in vertical constructions,
glass roofs, and winter gardens.
As in the case of conventional MB-SR50
wall, the appearance of aluminium profiles
can be shaped individually according to
your preferences and architectural design
by giving relevant shape to the masking
strips.

Construction and technical
parameters:
- mullion width: 50 mm,
- transom width: 50 mm,
- glazing with transparent units
of 4-48 mm in thickness,
- thermal insulating power of aluminium
construction: material group 1 or 2.1,
- sound insulation power: Rwmin = 40 [dB].
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MB-SR50
A
g l a s s m u l l i o n

OVERLAPPING SYSTEM
BASED ON GLASS
SUPPORTING STRUCTURE
Glass as a constructional material plays
a fundamental and significant role in
contemporary architecture. We have
taken this trend into consideration and
developed an aluminium system based on
the MB-SR50 mullion and transom wall,
which combines these two materials.
This combination is realised similarly to
the lining system for wooden and steel
profiles.
In this case, the idea of joining aluminium
profiles with an internal component,
i.e. constructional glass, is such that,
rather than classic joints using screws,
structural gluing technology using Dow
Corninig silicones is applied.
The utilisation of this technology enables
us to make full use of advantages of the
constructional system provided by the
continuous aluminium profile and cut
the costs considerably by reducing the
number of parts. The thickness of chilled
or laminated glass rib ranges from 18 to
25.5 mm, according to the loads carried.
Construction and technical
parameters of MB-SR50 A
“Glass mullion”:
- mullion width: 50 mm,
- transom width: 50 mm,
- glazing with transparent units
of 4-48 mm in thickness,
- thermal insulating power of aluminium
construction: material group 1 or 2.1,
- sound insulation power: Rwmin = 40 [dB].
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Mullion cross-section
MB-SR50 A

Mullion cross-section
MB-SR50 A

Mullion cross-section
MB-SR50 A
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FA Ç A D E S Y S T E M S / M B - S R 5 0 A
Transom cross-section

Transom cross-section

MB-SR50 A

MB-SR50 A

Transom cross-section
MB-SR50 A
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MB-SR50 EFEKT

FA Ç A D E S Y S T E M S

The MB-SR50 EFEKT system resembles the structural wall in appearance – a uniform
and smooth wall is obtained from the outside and it is divided with a structure of
vertical and horizontal lines of 20 mm in width. It is designed to construct and make
lightweight flat curtain walls of hanging and filling type, roofs, skylights, and other
spatial constructions. The mullion and transom construction is supported by sections
of the reliable and very popular MB-SR50 system. In the MB-SR50 EFEKT semistructural wall, opening components can be used: MB-SG50 hinged windows and
MB-system external doors.

C U R TA I N

WA L L

Application
lightweight curtain and filling walls, large
glazed planes, spatial structures: rotundas,
skylights,
outside and inside constructions.

Design
construction based on the reliable
MB-SR50 system,
the specially prepared glass is fixed using
mechanical connectors,
a wide range of sections and accessories
for angled, symmetrical, and non-symmetrical
joints.

Glazing
insulated glass with a thickness of 28-36 mm,
possibility to use modules with single glass
and lagging.

22

Tightness and insulation power
thermal insulating power in group 1 according
to DIN 4108,
fire resistance for interstorey strips up to
EI-60,
full resistance to water and air infiltration
due to filling spaces between glazing panes
with Dow Corning silicone.
High School of Management, Warsaw
design / Czuba, Latoszek and Partners, arch. Piotr Czuba, arch. Maciej Latoszek
execution / Inter-Bud, Cracow

FA Ç A D E S Y S T E M S / M B - S R 5 0 E F E K T

Administrative Building of the “Południe” Sewage-Treatment Plant, Warsaw

Functionality and aesthetics
modern façade appearance – the effect of
uniform glass plane,
small distance between glass panels:
20 mm,
aesthetic connections with doors,
possibility to use hinged windows based on
the MB-SG50 system.

design / arch. Jerzy Bednarski
execution / Artbau Aluminium,
Warsaw

Commercial and Hotel Centre
Lybid Plaza, Chmelnicky, Ukraine
design / арх. Москаленко С.,
арх. Топоркова М., арх. Довгич В.,
арх. Носков С., арх. Шевченко А.
execution / Паритет, Киев

Medicus, Lubin
design / Moduł Studio, arch. Józef Kordas
execution / Opal, Wroclaw
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FA Ç A D E S Y S T E M S / M B - S R 5 0 E F E K T
Mullion cross-section

Transom cross-section

MB-SR50 EFEKT

MB-SR50 EFEKT

Transom cross-section
MB-SR50 EFEKT
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Symmetrical angle joint – cross-section

Symmetrical angle joint – cross-section

MB-SR50 EFEKT

MB-SR50 EFEKT

Non-symmetrical angle joint – cross-section

Non-symmetrical angle joint – cross-section

MB-SR50 EFEKT

MB-SR50 EFEKT
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SG-50 window in the curtain wall
– cross-section

Corner mullion – cross-section
MB-SR50 EFEKT

MB-SR50 EFEKT

SG-50 window in the curtain wall
– cross-section
MB-SR50 EFEKT
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MB-60 door in the curtain wall
– cross-section
MB-SR50 EFEKT

MB-60 door in the curtain wall
– cross-section
MB-SR50 EFEKT
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MB-SG50

FA Ç A D E S Y S T E M S

The MB-SG50 system is used to construct building façades that give the impression
of a completely glazed surface. It makes it possible to construct and produce lightweight protective walls of suspended and filling type, roofs, skylights, and is designed
for applications in general utility buildings. The aesthetics and light weight of its
construction are worthy of note: the distance between fillings is 16 mm, and the
profile width visible from the inside of the room is only 85 mm. On account of the
similar construction of mullions and transoms, the appearance of the wall inside the
room is identical to that of the MB-SR50 profile system, which allows both walls to
be installed next to each other in the building.

C U R T A I N

W A L L

The Headquarters of Grupa Kęty’s Board of Directors, Bielsko-Biała
design / arch. Elżbieta Dziubak
execution / Metalplast-Stolarka, Bielsko-Biała

Flat external glass surface with
no aluminium components visible
When looking at the curtain wall from the
outside, glass panels with no aluminium
components are visible. The above effect
is obtainable due to the use of the most
modern joint between the pane and aluminium
profiles – the pane is stuck to the aluminium
frame using the special DOW CORNING
structural silicone, without the necessity of
using conventional connectors.

High aesthetics and easy
maintenance
Aesthetics and easy maintenance result
from the fact that there are only glass
components on the outside, which provide
the façade with a high degree of self-cleaning
with rainwater.

Excellent resistance to water
penetration and air leakage
The system assumes that every filling
component is sealed with EPDM gaskets
at the point of contact with the supporting
structure. The profiles have a double gutter
system for draining condensate from
chambers between fillings and from transoms
and mullions.

Proper compensation of thermal
elongations
Compensation of thermal elongations is
possible due to the development of a proper
mullion-to-transom joint that accounts for
changes in transom length according to
temperature. The vertical expansion joint
is compensated by the proper fastening of
mullions in brackets and telescopic joints.

Enhanced thermal insulating
power
The use of a continuous thermal separator
with changeable width made from PA6.6
GF25 insulating material in casement
and EPDM profiled glass gaskets makes
it possible to obtain appropriate thermal
insulation power. The profile system is
classified according to DIN 4108 from the
frame material group of 2.1 to 1.
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MB-SG50 SEMI

CURTAIN WALL
SEMI-STRUCTURAL MB-SG50 SEMI
Modern façade appearance
When looking at the curtain wall from
outside, glass panels with delicate
surrounds are visible. Gaps between
modules in flat wall are 16 mm.

Proper compensation of
thermal elongations
Compensation of thermal elongations is
possible due to development of the proper
mullion-to-transom joint that accounts
for changes in transom length according
to temperature. Vertical expansion
joint is compensated by the appropriate
fastening of mullions in brackets and
telescopic joints.

Fire safety
The layered structure of the lintel-window head
strip in which non-flammable materials such as
mineral wool and drywalls are used ensured that
fire classification of EI30 and EI60, according to
the construction, was obtained. These solutions
are also classified as NRO (non fire -spreading).

Reliable fasteners
The accessories that come with the system,
brackets, and aluminium connectors to fasten
the wall to the building’s structure are made
of EN AW-6060 T66 aluminium alloy (AlMgSi0,
5F22). Due to their modern construction,
they allow the wall to be positioned in three
directions, which decidedly facilitates its
installation.

Cirrus, Warsaw, hopper window

High thermal insulating power
The use of a continuous thermal separator
with changeable width made from PA6.6
GF25 insulating material in casement and
EPDM profiled glass gaskets makes it
possible to obtain the appropriate thermal
insulation power. The profile system is
classified according to DIN 4108 from the
frame material group of 2.1.
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Glazing and assembly under
factory conditions
Panes are fixed to aluminium frames in
the factory process, which ensures the
proper quality of module preparation
and reduces the assembly time at the
construction site. Joining panes and
aluminium profiles is carried out by fixing
them mechanically using frames.

Cirrus, Warsaw
design / Bal, Chorążak and Partners Studio
arch. Jacek Bal, arch. Maciej Chorążak,
arch. Łukasz Baran, arch. Ewa Filipowicz,
arch. Marcin Nauman
execution / Eljako-Al, Legionowo

Supporting structure
The supporting structure consists of
vertical mullions and horizontal transoms
of box-section. The width of profiles of
the mullions and transoms is 50 mm,
while their depth is designed so a broad
range of strength requirements are met.

Glazing and assembly under
factory conditions
The panes are stuck to the aluminium
assembly frames using a special
constructional silicone. Sticking takes
place in the factory process and under
close control, which ensures that the
joint is conencted correctly.

Windows opened without
changing façade appearance
Due to the identical construction of
frames for fixed and opening windows,
it is possible to make hopper windows
without changing the façade’s
appearance.
TECHNICAL APPROVAL:
ITB AT-15/6060/2003

FA Ç A D E S Y S T E M S / M B - S G 5 0
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Mullion cross-section
MB-SG50

Mullion cross-section
MB-SG50

Transom cross-section
MB-SG50

Transom cross-section
MB-SG50
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Half-mullion – cross-section
MB-SG50

Non-transparent panel – transom cross
-section
MB-SG50
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MB-60 door in the curtain wall
- cross-section
MB-SG50
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Cirrus – transom cross-section
MB-SG50 SEMI

Cirrus – mullion cross-section
MB-SG50 SEMI
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Cirrus – polygonal mullion cross
-section
MB-SG50 SEMI
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MB-SR80

FA Ç A D E S Y S T E M S

System developed for the needs of the Warsaw Frederic Chopin Airport and used to
make the terminal’s façade. The façade’s construction is the mullion and transom
system. The characteristic feature of this system is, above all, the design of its
profiles. The special shape of the concealing strips in the form of eaves sticking out
for 100 mm is to emphasise the horizontal lines on the façade. For 100 mm-wide
transom profiles, the object mullion of 80 mm in width was designed to provide proper
support to the inclined wall panes and give the impression of solid construction.
The vertical strip was shaped so that the longitudinal groove was introduced along
the profile. Thus the heads of hexagon screws are visible as an intended architectural
effect.

M U L L I O N A N D T R A N S O M WA L L

Frederic Chopin Airport, Warsaw
design / arch. Pierluca Roccheggiani, arch. Paweł Czaplicki
execution / Metalplast Stolarka

With reference to construction, mullionto-transom joints, as well as drainage and
ventilation, MB-SR80 is technically based on
the MB-SR50 curtain wall system that has
proven itself in many projects.
Mullions as well as transoms are designed
as special and object-related. Mullions are
distributed in fixed modules every 2400 mm.
The visible external width is 80 mm for
mullions and 100 mm for transoms.
Two types of façade orientation are assumed
in this system: vertical or with an 8° angle
of construction inclination outwards off
plumb. The appropriately-designed joints
between transom and mullion and the mullionto-mullion telescopic joint compensate for
thermal dilatation. For MB-SR80, the filling
may be insulation transparent units with a
thickness of 39 mm or aluminium panels.

Basic technical parameters:
U ≤ 1,1 [W/ m2K] for insulated glass units,
Uf ≤ 2,8 [W/ m2K] for aluminium profiles,
U ≤ 0,450 [W/ m2K] for aluminium panels,
Rwmin = 40 [dB]
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Mullion cross-section – vertical façade

Transom cross section – inclined façade
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MB-SR100

FA Ç A D E S Y S T E M S

The system was developed for the needs of the Warsaw Frederic Chopin Airport and
used to make the Pier’s ground floor façade. It has the form of a mullion and transom
curtain wall. The characteristic feature of this construction is that the clamping and
concealing strips are laid as a horizontal line on the façade.

M U L L I O N A N D T R A N S O M WA L L

Frederic Chopin Airport, Warsaw
design / arch. Pierluca Roccheggiani, arch. Paweł Czaplicki
execution / Metalplast Stolarka

The visible external width of the mullions is
100 mm for intermediate mullions and
50 mm for outermost mullions.
The visible external width of transoms is
100 mm for intermediate transoms and
50 mm for outermost transoms.
The profile size is designed in accordance
with the requirements of construction
technology, physics, and structural analysis.
Mullions are distributed in fixed modules
every 1200 mm.
The mullion and transom façade is fixed
to the external brick wall and steel
components. The fillings of the MB-SR100
system may be insulation transparent units
with a thickness of 39 mm.

Basic technical parameters:
U ≤ 1,1 [W/ m2K] for insulated glass,

Uf ≤ 2,8 [W/ m2K] for aluminium profiles,
Rwmin = 40 [dB]
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Mullion cross-section

Transom cross-section
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MB-SG60

FA Ç A D E S Y S T E M S

The system was developed for the needs of the Warsaw Frederic Chopin Airport.
The pier’s façade from the level of +5.30 is made entirely as an inclined curtain wall.
Mullions as well as transoms are designed specially and individually for the needs of
this facility.

ST R UC T U R AL CU RTAI N WA LL

Frederic Chopin Airport, Warsaw
design / arch. Pierluca Roccheggiani, arch. Paweł Czaplicki
execution / Metalplast Stolarka

Reverse curtain wall
The façade’s construction is the reverse
mullion and transom system, i.e. the
supporting aluminium profiles (mullions and
transoms) are located outside, while inside
the room the smooth glass surface, made
with structural glazing technology, is visible.
The angle of the façade’s inclination is 10°
outwards off plumb. The visible external width
of mullions and transoms is 60 mm.
Excellent resistance to water
penetration and air leakage
A combined drainage and ventilation scheme
was used in the system, which means that
drainage channels in the mullion and transom
profiles are connected with each other, and
additionally there is a drainage and ventilation
hole in the middle of every field.
Proper compensation of thermal
elongations
Thermal dilatation is realised using special
connectors both in the mullion-to-mullion and
mullion-to-transom joints.

Enhanced thermal insulating
power
To ensure a very high thermal insulation
power of profiles, an insulator made of
special material has been introduced into the
system, which causes the Uf parameter for
the frame to be 1.64 [W/m2K]. In addition,
a special central gasket was used to
significantly improve the sound insulation
power of the barrier and perform some
additional sealing functions.

Assembly under factory
conditions
The mullion and transom skeleton is designed
as a component construction. Therefore,
all the preparatory and joinery works are
made in the manufacturing workshop.
Transoms are joined with half-mullions using
special aluminium connectors and stabilising
screws, which in addition to making correct
compensation of thermal dilatation possible,
provides a very stiff frame.

Proper compensation of thermal
elongations
Compensation of thermal elongations is
possible due to the development of an
appropriate mullion-to-transom joint that
accounts for changes in transom length
according to temperature.
The vertical expansion joint is compensated by
appropriate fastening of mullions in brackets
and telescopic joints.

Façade fillings
The components used to fill the fields are
made using fixed glazing in the structural
glazing system. The width of silicone grouts
is 20 mm. The system is adapted for filling
with insulation transparent units of 39 mm
in thickness. The MB-SG60 system was
individually tested at the Building Research
Institute in Warsaw and obtained relevant
documents certifying it fit for use.

Enhanced thermal insulating
power
The use of the continuous thermal separator
with changeable width made from
PA6.6 GF25 insulating material in casement
and the EPDM profiled glass gaskets makes
it possible to obtain the appropriate thermal
insulation power. The profile system is
classified according to DIN 4108 from the
frame material group of 2.1 to 1.
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Mullion cross-section
MB-SG60

Angle transom cross-section
MB-SG60
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MB -23P

SLIDING WINDOW SYSTEMS

The system is designed for balcony glazing. The idea of this solution is horizontal
sliding windows. The constructions made using this system protect the open space
of balconies against unfavourable weather conditions, i.e. wind, rain, snow, as well
as dirt and noise, while at the same time making it difficult to break in, which is
a particularly significant feature in ground floor flats.

WITHOUT THERMAL BARRIER
Possibilities of application
MB-23P is a modern aluminium system used
to realise exterior architectural elements
that do not require thermal insulation,
designed above all for glazing balconies.
It is used to protect open balconies against
unfavourable weather conditions, i.e. wind,
rain, snow, as well as dirt and noise.
The system can be used for the existing
balconies as well as those that are being
added. MB-23P sliding windows can also be
easily mounted in the MB-45 system.

Optimally selected profile shape
The characteristic feature of the MB-23P
sliding window system are the very economic
profiles of casements and frames with
a rounded casement profile with a particularly
interesting appearance. The constructional
depth of the window sections is 53 mm
(frame) and 23 mm (casement).
These depths of casement and frame
sections give the effect of very narrow
profiles, which has a particularly favourable
effect on the appearance of the façade,
leaving it with no distinct changes.

Utility values
The idea of the MB-23P system is horizontal
sliding windows. Glazed window casements
are fitted with carriages that allow
casements to move inside the closed frame
of aluminium profiles with extruded running
rails that form the window frame. Glazing
balconies makes them more useful. Additional
room is created in a natural way to expand
the balcony’s useable time. The system
also makes it difficult to break in, which is
particularly important for ground floor flats.

Range of glazing
Aluminium profiles form window casements
that can be glazed with a single glass pane
of 4-8 mm in thickness or with safety glass
of 6.4 mm. Pane thickness is selected
according to the height at which the balcony
is situated, its location, and the overall
dimensions of casements.

Low labour intensity
The MB-23P system is characterised by
a very simple and fast prefabrication of
products due to elimination of most of the
labour-intensive mechanical treatments,
which has a decidedly favourable effect on the
final price of products.

Colour palette
A wide selection of colours in the standard
palette allows the needs of the most
demanding customers to be satisfied. Colour
coatings are applied by the powder painting
or anodising methods.

Water tightness
For external installation, every construction
built in the MB-23P system has an effective
ventilation and drainage system to remove
water from the pane chamber and the
chamber between the casement and frame.
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WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS / MB -23P
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WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS / MB -23P
Balcony window in individual development
– cross-section
MB-23P

Balcony window in individual development
– cross-section
MB-23P

Balcony window in individual development
– cross-section
MB-23P

Balcony window in showcase development
– cross-section
MB-23P
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WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS / MB -23P
Balcony window in showcase development
– cross-section
MB-23P

Balcony window in showcase development
– cross-section
MB-23P

Balcony window – cross-section
MB-23P

Balcony window – cross-section
MB-23P
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MB-45

WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS

A system used to make interior elements that do not require thermal insulation –
partition walls, windows, doors of different types, including sliding, swing, self-acting
doors, vestibules, shop windows, cash-desk boxes, display cabinets, etc. It is at the
same time the basis for special solutions: smoke-proof barriers and doors (MB-45D),
as well as doors of so-called “notch” MB-45S. The versatility and attractiveness
of the system is additionally enhanced by a wide selection of door sealing variants,
glazing beads, and sill shapes and heights.

WI T H O U T T HER MAL B AR R I ER
Optimally selected profile shape
The constructional depth of window sections
is 45 mm (frame), 54 mm (casement); and of
doors: 45 mm and 45 mm, respectively.
With windows and doors closed, these depths
of casement and frame sections give the
effect of a single plane for windows and the
effect of leaf flush with the frame surface for
doors when looking from the outside.
The shape of profiles allows slim and resistant
window and door constructions to be obtained.

Wide possibilities of application
MB-45 is a modern aluminium system used
to realise exterior and interior architectural
elements that do not require thermal
insulation, e.g.: partition walls, windows,
doors of different types, including manually
and automatically sliding doors, swing doors,
vestibules, shop windows, cash-desk boxes,
display cabinets, and spatial constructions.

Bendable profiles
The essential advantage of the MB-45 system
is the bendability of profiles, e.g. frames,
casements, and lacings, which allows various
arches and arch constructions to be made.

49

WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS / MB -45
Excellent resistance to water penetration and
air leakage
Tightness is ensured by the use of special EPDM gaskets to
provide resistance to aging during long-term use. The glass
gaskets and the central gasket are cut at 45° and stuck in the
corners. Closing gaskets do not require cutting at corners.
For window casement, the gasket should be stuck in the middle of
the upper rail. Every window and door construction of the MB-45
system, which is designed for installation in external development,
has an effective ventilation and drainage system to remove water
from the pane chamber and the chamber between the casement
and frame. The ventilation and drainage holes are covered with
plastic shields on the outside.

Designed compatibility
A characteristic feature of the system is its strict correlation
with door-and-window systems, such as MB-45D, MB-59S,
MB-60, MB-70, and MB-78EI. Assuming such a constructional
concept made it possible to obtain and use many compatible
elements in these systems, e.g. shared glazing beads, corners,
sealing strips, glass and cover gaskets, shared fixture, locks,
hinges, and many identical manufacturing processes such as
studding connectors of lacings and crosspieces, gluing corners,
cutting out different recesses, etc. One of the effects of
unification is the almost identical internal and external appearance
of products made using different development systems.

Different variants of solutions
The versatility and attractiveness of the system is additionally
enhanced by the possibility to select from several variants of
solutions for different constructional details, e.g. bottom sealing
of door leaves, sealing of sliding and swing doors, the shape of
glazing beads, and doorsill shapes and heights.

Wide range of glazing
Panes and other fillings are fixed using glazing beads and glass
gaskets. The system allows for the use of pane sets with a thickness
of 2 mm to 35 mm in window casings and of 2 mm to 26 mm in fixed
windows and window leaves. Such a wide range of filling thicknesses
ensures that all typical panes can be used.

Freedom of fixture selection
The MB-45 construction enables installation of typical fixture, locks,
and hinges, in accordance with the European standards.
Profiles are equipped with grooves of such dimensions as to enable
fixing of enveloped furniture and joining elements, as per EURO
standard. Thus our customers’ various wishes may be fulfilled without
changing the basic structure.
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Voivodship Administrative Court, Warsaw
design / Sołtyk&Sołtyk Studio, arch. Stanisław Sołtyk
execution / Inter-Bud, Cracow
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MB-45S

High School of Management, Warsaw
design / Czuba, Latoszek and Partners,

High operational safety
The bottom glass edge in the door leaf is
16 cm above floor level, which prevents the
pane from breaking accidentally when using
the door. The appropriate wall thickness of
frame and leaf sections, glazing beads with
closed profiles, and proven fixture ensure
good anti-burglary properties of windows and
doors.

Low labour-intensity,
stiff connections
Profiles are joined with minimum treatment,
using the supplied aluminium connectors and
additional accessories. The “L”-type corner
joints are made by cutting the ends of frame
or leaf profiles at 45° and crimping and gluing
them using 2-component glue to aluminium
corners slipped into the internal chambers of
the sections. The “T”-type transverse joints
are made by studding lacings with slipped
connectors and using glue. The use of glue
ensures very high stiffness and tightness
of the joint. Doorsills are fixed so that they
can be removed without unscrewing other
components of the door.

arch. Piotr Czuba, arch. Maciej Latoszek
execution / Inter-Bud, Cracow

MB-45S doors with clamp hinges
without a thermal barrier are a part of
the MB-45 window and door system.
The MB-45S system is used to make
economic usable doors with good utility
properties and partition walls with doors,
equipped with clamp hinges.
The constructional depth of profiles is
45 mm.
The MB-45S system is characterised
by very simple and fast prefabrication
of products due to elimination of most
of the labour-intensive mechanical
treatments. Due to the use of special
grooves, the construction of profiles
allows hinges, catches, and locks to be
fixed without any treatment.
As with MB-45, profiles are joined with
minimum treatment, using the supplied
aluminium connectors and additional
accessories.
Panes and other fillings are fixed using
glazing beads and glass gaskets.
The door construction allows pane sets
with thickness of 2 mm to 26 mm to be
used.

Colour palette
A wide selection of colours in the standard
palette allows the needs of the most
demanding customers to be satisfied. Colour
coatings are applied by the powder painting
or anodising methods.

The external and internal glass gaskets
are mounted in a continuous manner,
without cutting at corners, and their
ends are joined with each other at the
midpoint of the upper crosspiece of the
doorframe. This way of glazing ensures
good water and air tightness and
significantly reduces the assembly time.
The MB-45 and MB-45S systems
obtained the technical approval
AT-15-5176/2006 for external doors
and partition wall segments.
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WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS / MB -45
Fixed window – cross-section
MB-45

Opening window – cross-section
MB-45

Tilt and sliding window – cross-section

MB-45

Opening window – cross-section

MB-45
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WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS / MB -45
Reinforced mullion – cross-section

MB-45

„Standard” door – single leaf, outside
opening, cross-section

MB-45

Angle joints – cross-section

MB-45

„Standard” door – single leaf, outside
opening, cross-section

MB-45
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WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS / MB -45
Double-leaf door – cross-section

MB-45

Showcase with double-leaf door
– cross-section
MB-45
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WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS / MB -45
Sliding door – cross-section

MB-45

Sliding door – cross-section

MB-45

Sliding door – cross-section

MB-45
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WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS / MB -45 / MB -45D
Swing door – cross-section

MB-45

Smoke-proof door – single-leaf, outside
opening, cross-section
MB - 4 5D
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WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS / MB -45S
Cross-section through outside opening door racks
MB-45S

Cross-section through double-leaf door racks
MB-45S
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WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS / MB -45S
Cross-section through the bottom crosspiece of outside
opening door
MB-45S

MB-45S

MB-45S
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MB -59S

WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS

The MB-59S system is used to make exterior elements that require a thermal and
sound barrier. The constructional depth of window profiles in this system is 50 mm
for frames and 59 mm for casements. The external surfaces of the profiles are in the
same plane. The constructional depth of door profiles is 50 mm for both frames and
leaves. Thus the effect of the leaves being flush with the frame is obtained on both
the internal and external sides. Apart from standard windows and doors, the MB-59S
system is the basis for such constructions as MB-59S Casement windows opening
outwards, MB-59S Pivot pivot windows, and MB-59SE economical doors.

WITH THERMAL BARRIER

Court and Prosecutor’s Office, Gdansk
design / BASS studio, arch. Andrzej Samul
execution / Nordic System, Subkowy

Wide possibilities of application
MB-59S is a modern aluminium system used
to make exterior architectural elements
that require thermal and sound insulation,
e.g. windows and doors of different
types, vestibules, showcases, and spatial
constructions.
Optimally selected profile shape
The basic system profiles have a threechamber structure. The constructional depth
of window sections is 50 mm (frame),
59 mm (casement); and of doors 50 mm
and 50 mm, respectively. With windows and
doors closed, these depths of casement and
frame sections give the effect of a single
plane for windows and the effect of the leaf
being flush with the frame surface for doors,
when looking from the outside. The shape of
the profiles makes it possible to obtain slim
and durable window and door constructions.
Bendable profiles
The essential advantage of the MB-59S
system is the bendability of profiles, e.g.
frames, casements, and lacings, which makes
it possible to make various arches and arch
constructions.
Different variants of solutions
The versatility and attractiveness of the
system is additionally enhanced by the
possibility to select from several variants of
solutions for different constructional details,
e.g. bottom sealing of door leaves, shape of
glazing beads, and doorsill shapes and heights.
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MB-59S PIVOT

The MB-59S Pivot is used to make pivot
windows with horizontal and vertical
axes of rotation. Windows of this type
can be built into openings in the wall as
well as fixed in a mullion and transom
façade.
Dimensional ranges of window
casements:
1. Window with a horizontal axis of
rotation:
- Heights: 800 - 2000 mm.
- Width: 500 – 2400 mm.
- Weight: max 180 kg.
2. Window with a vertical axis of
rotation:

Very good thermal and sound
insulation power
The MB-59S system is characterised by a low
overall heat-transfer coefficient U due to the
use of thermal separators and gaskets. In the
case of windows and doors, the profiles of this
system meet thermal requirements for the
material group 2.1 according to DIN 4108.
In the system, profiled omega-shaped glass
fibre-reinforced polyamide thermal separators
of 16 and 22 mm in width are used.
The sHPVC sill and EPDM gaskets ensure good
thermal insulation of door leaves and water
and air tightness. The system also ensures
good sound insulation. The value of the Rw
index depends on the pane and type of window
or door used.

Excellent resistance to water
penetration and air leakage
Tightness is ensured by the use of special
EPDM gaskets, which provide resistance to
aging during long-term use. The external glass
and cover gaskets do not require cutting at
corners and are mounted in a continuous
manner with their ends joined to each other
at mid-height of the upper crosspiece of the
window frame. The central gasket is cut at
a right angle and stuck to vulcanised EPDM
corners. Every window and door construction
of the MB-59S system has an effective
ventilation and drain system to remove water

from the pane chamber and the chamber
between the casement and frame.
The ventilation and drainage holes are covered
with plastic shields on the outside.
During approval tests, the system windows
retained complete water tightness up to 60 dPa.

Designed compatibility
A characteristic feature of the system is
its strict correlation with door-and-window
systems, such as MB-45, MB-60, and MB-70.
Assuming such a constructional concept made
it possible to obtain and use many compatible
elements in these systems, e.g. shared glazing
beads, corners, sealing strips, glass gaskets,
fixture, locks, and hinges; and many identical
manufacturing processes, such as studding
connectors of lacings and crosspieces, gluing
corners preceded by crimping or studding,
cutting out different recesses, etc. One of the
effects of this unification is that the internal
and external appearance of products such as
windows, doors, etc, made in different external
or internal development systems is very similar.

Wide range of glazing
Panes and other fillings are fixed using glazing
beads and glass gaskets. The system allows
for the use of pane sets with a thickness
of 5 mm to 40 mm in window casings and
of 5 mm to 31 mm in fixed windows and
window leaves. Such a wide range of filling
thicknesses ensures that both typical and nonstandard panes can be used.

- Heights: 500 - 2400 mm.
- Width: 800 – 2000 mm.
- Weight: max 120 kg.
The rotating hinges ensure that casement
can be rotated from 0º to 180º.
Panes and other fillings are fixed using
glazing beads and glass gaskets.
The window construction allows for the
use of pane sets with a thickness of
4.5 mm to 31.5 mm.
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Freedom of fixture selection
The MB-59S construction is well-adapted
for assembly using typical, according to the
European standards, fixture, locks, and hinges.
The sections have profiled grooves whose
dimensions allow for the use of multi-point
locking fixture and connectors in accordance
with the EURO standard for both aluminium
and plastic windows. Due to the use of special
grooves, the construction of door profiles
allows various types of catches, hinges, and
locks to be mounted without any treatment.
Such solutions make it possible to fulfill our
customers’ various wishes without changing
the basic structure.
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MB-59S CASEMENT

High operational safety
The appropriate wall thickness and optimal
shape of frame and casement sections as
well as proven fixture ensure excellent usable
properties of windows and doors.
These features were confirmed by approval
tests of both windows and doors.

MB-59S SYSTEM TABLE

Low labour-intensiveness,
stiff connections
The MB-59S system is characterised by very
simple and fast prefabrication of products
due to the elimination of most of the labourintensive mechanical treatments. Profiles are
joined with minimum treatment, using the
supplied aluminium connectors and additional
accessories. The “L”-type corner joints are
made by cutting the ends of frame or leaf
profiles at 45° and crimping or studding
and gluing them using 2-component glue to
aluminium corners slipped into the internal
chambers of the sections. The “T”-type
transverse joints are made by studding lacings
with slipped connectors and using glue.
The use of glue ensures very high stiffness
and tightness of the joint. Doorsills are fixed
so that they can be removed without the
necessity to unscrew other components of
the door.

MB-59SE economical thermally
insulated door system
The depth of sections in this system is 50 mm.
The materials and constructional solutions
used ensure that high technical parameters
are obtained: very good thermal insulation, high
water and air tightness, while at the same
time allowing for a reduction in production and
assembly time. Standard fixture produced by
renowned manufacturers can be installed in
them. Constructions of the MB-59SE system
are characterised by a low value of the overall
heat-transfer coefficient U – the profiles meet
thermal requirements for material groups 2.1
or 2.2 according to DIN 4108. The system
allows for the use of pane sets with a thickness
of 4.5 mm to 31.5 mm. The products that are
based on it have undergone numerous tests
in accordance with EN standards and have
obtained very good results.

This construction is used to make outward
opening windows. Windows of this type
can be built into openings in a wall and can
be fixed in a mullion and transom façade.
The depth of sections of the frame is
50 mm and of the casement is 59 mm.
Omega-type profiled thermal separators
of 16 and 22 mm in width are used in
them. The sections are designed so that
multi-point locking fixture and connectors
that conform to the EURO standard can
be used in them. Fixture by renowned
manufacturers is installed in them.
Constructions made in the MB-59S
Casement system are characterised by
both high aesthetics and good usable
parameters:
- external surfaces of the frame and leaf
are in the same plane,
- glass gaskets are hardly visible from the
outside,
- gaskets are mounted in a continuous
manner, without cutting at corners,
which significantly reduces the assembly
time and improves tightness,
- every window construction has an
effective ventilation and drain system to
remove water from the pane chamber and
the chamber between the casement and
frame.
The outward-opening windows can be
fitted with two types of hinges: friction or
butt hinges.
The system allows for the use of pane
sets with a thickness of 4.5 mm to
40.5 mm in window casings and of
4.5 mm to 31.5 mm in fixed windows.
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WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS / MB -59S
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WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS / MB -59S
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WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS / MB -59S CASEMENT
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WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS / MB -59S PIVOT
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WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS / MB -59S
Opening window – main cross-section

Opening and fixed window – cross-section

MB-59S

MB-59S

MB-59S

Opening window – cross-section
MB-59S
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WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS / MB -59S
Tilt and sliding window – cross-section
MB-59S

Angle joint – cross-section
MB-59S

Angle joint – cross-section

MB-59S
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WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS / MB -59S
Single-leaf, outside opening door,
cross-section
MB-59S

Single-leaf, outside opening door,
cross-section
MB-59S

Single-leaf, outside opening door,
cross-section
Double-leaf door – cross-section

MB-59S
MB-59S
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WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS / MB -59S PIVOT
Pivot window with a horizontal axis of rotation
– cross-section
MB59S PI VO T

MB59S PI VO T
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WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS / MB -59S CASEMENT
Outside opening window – cross-section
MB-59S CASEMENT

Outside opening window – cross-section
MB-59S CASEMENT

MB-59S
CASEMENT

Outside opening window – cross-section
MB-59S CASEMENT

Outside opening window – cross-section
MB-59S CASEMENT
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WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS / MB -59S CASEMENT

Opening window – cross-section

MB-59S CASEMENT

Opening window – cross-section
MB-59S CASEMENT
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WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS / MB -59S CASEMENT
Reinforced mullion – cross-section
MB-59S CASEMENT

Expansion joint – cross-section
MB-59S CASEMENT

Angle joint – cross-section
MB-59S CASEMENT
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WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS / MB -59S CASEMENT

Angle joint – cross-section
MB-59S CASEMENT

Angle joint – cross-section
MB-59S CASEMENT
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MB-60

WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS
MB-60 is a modern aluminium system used to make exterior architectural elements
that require thermal and sound insulation, such as windows and doors of different
types, vestibules, showcases, and spatial constructions. A characteristic feature of
the system is its strict correlation with the door-and-window systems MB-45 and
MB-70. Assuming this constructional concept made it possible to obtain and use
many compatible elements in these systems. In the MB-60 system, anti-burglary
windows and doors can be made. In addition, different window versions are available:
a so-called concealed casement MB-60US window, a MB-60 Pivot pivot window, and
the MB-60 Industrial version; i.e., windows with a so-called “steel-like” appearance,
useful when modernising historic buildings.

WITH THERMAL BARRIER
Supplementary systems
On the basis of the basic MB-60 system, the
following supplementary window systems were
developed: MB-60US (concealed casement)
and MB-60 PIVOT (pivot windows). The primary
features of these systems are the same as in
the basic version.

Wide possibilities of application
MB-60 is a modern aluminium system used
to make exterior architectural elements that
require thermal and sound insulation, such as
windows and doors of different types, vestibules,
showcases, and spatial constructions.

Optimally selected profile shape
The system profiles have a three-chamber
structure. The constructional depth of window
sections is 60 mm (frame), 69 mm (casement),
and of doors is 60 mm and 60 mm, respectively.
With windows and doors closed, these depths
of casement and frame sections give the effect
of a single plane for windows and the effect of
the leaf being flush with the frame surface for
doors, when looking from the outside. The shape
of profiles makes it possible to obtain slim and
resistant window and door constructions.
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Bendable profiles
The essential advantage of the MB-60 system
is the bendability of profiles, including frames,
casements, and lacings, which allows various
arches and arch constructions to be made.

Voivodship Administrative Court, Warsaw
design / Sołtyk&Sołtyk Studio, arch. Stanisław Sołtyk
execution / Inter-Bud, Cracow

Very good thermal and sound
insulation power
The MB-60 system is characterised by a low
overall heat-transfer U coefficient due to use
of thermal separators and gaskets.
Profiles of this system meet thermal
requirements for the material group 2.1 for
windows and 2.2 for doors, according to
DIN 4108. In the system, profiled omegashaped glass fibre-reinforced polyamide
thermal separators 24 mm (windows) and
14 mm (doors) in width are used. The shape
of the separators improves profile stiffness
in relation to flat separators and facilitates
water removal from sections, thus ensuring
proper thermal insulation under any weather
conditions. An HPVC sill and EPDM gaskets
ensure good thermal insulation of door leaves
and water and air tightness. The system also
ensures good thermal insulation. The value of
the Rw index depends on the pane and type of
window or door used.

Excellent resistance to water
penetration and air leakage
Tightness is ensured by the use of special
EPDM gaskets, which provide resistance to
aging during long-term operation.
The glass gaskets and the central gasket
are cut at 45° and stuck in the corners.
Cover gaskets do not require cutting at
corners. For the window casement, the
gasket should be stuck in the middle of
the upper rail. Every window and door
construction of the MB-60 system has
an effective ventilation and drain system
to remove water from the pane chamber
and the chamber between the casement
and frame. The ventilation and drainage
holes are covered with plastic shields on
the outside. During the approval tests, the
system windows retained complete water
tightness up to 60 dPa.
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MB-60US

Design
3-chamber sections,
omega-type thermal separator 24 mm
in width,
construction is adapted for assembly
with fixture in conformity with EURO
standard.
Glazing
thickness of filling 8 - 44 mm for
opening windows and 4 - 35 mm for
fixed windows
Tightness and insulation
power
high thermal insulating power:
material group 2.1 according to DIN
4108,
sound insulation power: depending on
the filling used: 28 - 34 dB
Functionality and aesthetics
uniform external appearance of fixed
and opening windows,
fixed windows and inward openingwindows: turn, tilt-and-turn, doublecasement with fixed mullion or
overlap,
different types of glazing beads:
Standard, Prestige, Style,
possibility to build two-colour
constructions: profiles can have one
colour outside and another inside,
installed in individual developments
or MB-60 Pivot aluminium façades.
School of Management Warsaw University
design / arch. Mirosław Leśnik
execution / OPAL, Grodzisk Wlkp.
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Different variants of solutions
The versatility and attractiveness of the
system is additionally enhanced by the
possibility to select from several variants of
solutions for different constructional details,
e.g. bottom sealing of door leaves, shape
of glazing beads, and doorsill shapes and
heights.

MB-60 PIVOT

Wide range of glazing
Panes and other fillings are fixed using glazing
beads and glass gaskets. The system allows
for the use of pane sets with a thickness
of 14 mm to 50 mm in window casings and
of 5 mm to 41 mm in fixed windows and
window leaves. Such a wide range of filling
thicknesses ensures that all typical and nonstandard panes can be used.

The MB-60 system is used to make
windows that require thermal and sound
insulation, with a vertical or horizontal
axis of rotation. Thermal insulation
classifies this solution into the RMG 2.1
group. Windows of this type can be built
into openings in a wall and can be fixed in
a mullion and transom façade.
Particular attention should be paid to
dimensional ranges for pivot window
casements: a window with a horizontal
axis of rotation can be 800 - 2000 mm
in height and 500 - 2400 mm in width.
Max weight 180kg. The hinges ensure
that the casement can be rotated from
0 to 180 degrees. Optionally, they can
be equipped with a blockade to allow
casement opening to 10, 15, or 22
degrees.

University of Zielona Góra
design / arch. Jerzy Gołębiowski
execution / Opal, Grodzisk Wlkp.
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Freedom of fixture selection
The MB-60 construction is adapted for
installation of typical, according to the
European standards, fixture, locks, and
hinges. The sections are provided with
profiled grooves whose dimensions allow for
the use of multi-point locking fixture and
connectors in accordance with the EURO
standard. Thus our customers’ various
wishes can be fulfilled without changing the
basic structure.

Designed compatibility
A characteristic feature of the system is its
strict correlation with the door-and-window
systems MB-45, MB-59S, MB-70, and
MB-78EI. Assuming such a constructional
concept made it possible to obtain and use
many compatible elements in these systems,
such as shared glazing beads, corners,
sealing strips, glass and cover gaskets,
fixture, locks, and hinges, and many identical
manufacturing processes such as studding
connectors of lacings and crosspieces,
gluing corners preceded crimping by or
studding, cutting out different recesses,
etc. One of the effects of this unification is
that the internal and external appearance of
products such as windows, doors, etc, made
in different external or internal development
systems, is almost identical.

Low labour-intensity.
Stiff connections
Profiles are joined with minimum treatment,
using the supplied aluminium connectors and
additional accessories. The “L”-type corner
joints are made by cutting the ends of frame
or leaf profiles at 45° and crimping and gluing
them using 2-component glue to aluminium
corners slipped into the internal chambers of
the sections. The “T”-type transverse joints
are made by studding lacings with slipped
connectors and using glue. The use of glue
ensures very high stiffness and tightness of
the joint. Doorsills are fixed so that they can
be removed without unscrewing the other
components of the door.
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MB-60 INDUSTRIAL

Manufaktura, Łódź
design / Sud Architectes
execution / Opal, Grodzisk Wlkp.

High operational safety
The bottom glass edge in the door leaf is
16 cm above floor level, which prevents the
pane from breaking accidentally when the
door is being used. The appropriate wall
thickness of frame and leaf sections, glazing
beads with closed profiles, and proven fixture
ensure good anti-burglary properties of
windows and doors.

Colour palette
A wide selection of colours in the standard
palette allows the needs of the most
demanding customers to be satisfied.
Colour coatings are applied by the powder
painting or anodising method.

On the basis of the basic MB-60 system,
the supplementary window system was
developed. For the INDUSTRIAL version
of the MB-60 system, window and
door profiles with thermal separator
are enriched with additional decorative
elements that refer in appearance to
steel windows in buildings that are
subject to conservatory protection.
The primary features of this system are
the same as in the basic version.

MB-60 SYS T EM TABLE
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WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS / MB -60
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WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS / MB -60US
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WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS / MB -60
Fixed window – cross-section

MB-60

Opening window – cross-section

MB-60

MB-60

Opening window – cross-section

MB-60

Tilt and sliding window – cross-section

MB-60
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WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS / MB -60
Angle joint – cross-section
MB-60

Angle joint – cross-section
MB-60

„Standard” door – single-leaf,
outside opening, cross-section

„Standard” door – single-leaf,
outside opening, cross-section
MB-60

MB-60
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WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS / MB -60
„Standard” door – single-leaf,
outside opening, cross-section
MB-60

Showcase with small windows – cross-section
MB-60

Double-leaf door – cross-section
MB-60
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WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS / MB -60
Showcase with double-leaf door – cross-section
MB-60

Showcase with small windows – cross-section
MB-60
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WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS / MB -60
Showcase with double-leaf door
– cross-section
MB-60

Showcase with double-leaf door
– cross-section
MB-60

Showcase with double-leaf door
– cross-section
MB-60
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WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS / MB-60US / MB-60 PIVOT / MB-60 INDUSTRIAL
Opening window – cross-section
MB-60US

Pivot window with a horizontal axis of rotation
– cross-section
MB-60 PIVOT

MB-60US
MB-60 PIVOT

Opening window – cross-section
MB-60 INDUSTRIAL

Affixed mullion – cross-section
MB-60 INDUSTRIAL
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MB-70

WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS
MB-70 – system of windows and doors with enhanced thermal insulation.
The solution is based on MB-60 profiles, which have a three-chamber construction
and, according to the DIN 4108 standard, meet the thermal requirements of the
RMG 1 group for windows (maximum thermal insulation of aluminium windows) and the
RMG 2.1 group for doors. The MB-70 system is not only characterised by a special
construction of the thermal barrier but also an innovative solution of gaskets with
a two-component structure. In the MB-70 system, anti-burglary windows and doors
can be made. In addition, different window versions are available: the MB-70US window
with a so-called concealed casement and the MB-70 Industrial version, i.e. windows
with a so-called “steel-like” appearance, useful when modernising historic buildings.

Statoil, Warsaw
design / arch. J. Mroziński, A. Małek
execution / Reconal, Rzeszów

Wide possibilities of application
MB-70 is a modern aluminium system used to realise
exterior architectural elements that require thermal and
sound insulation, e.g.: windows and doors of different types,
vestibules, showcases, and spatial constructions.
Optimally selected profile shape
The system profiles have a three-chamber structure.
The constructional depth of window sections is 70 mm (frame)
and 79 mm (casement)’ and of doors is 70 mm and 70 mm,
respectively.With windows and doors closed, these depths of
casement and frame sections give the effect of a single plane
for windows and the effect of the leaf being flush with the
frame surface for doors, when looking from the outside.
The shape of profiles makes it possible to obtain slim and
resistant window and door constructions.
Bendable profiles
The essential advantage of the MB-70 system is the
bendability of profiles, including frames, casements, and
lacings, which allows various arches and arch constructions to
be made.
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Excellent thermal and sound insulation power
The MB-70 system is characterised by a sensationally low
overall heat-transfer coefficient U, due to the use of special
thermal separators and gaskets. It is of great importance
at a time of growing requirements related to energy and
environment management. The profiles of this system meet
the thermal requirements for the material group 1 for windows
(maximum thermal insulation power for aluminium windows)
and 2.1 for doors, according to DIN 4108. In the system,
profiled omega-shaped glass fibre-reinforced polyamide thermal
separators of 34 mm (windows) and 24 mm (doors) in width
are used. The offered shape of the separators improves profile
stiffness in relation to flat separators and facilitates water
removal from sections, thus ensuring proper thermal insulation

under any weather conditions. Thermal separators used in windows are
additionally sealed at the point of contact between the section and separator
and have projections to divide the chamber between the internal and external
aluminium sections into three parts. Due to the use of thermal separators
with shapes like these, among other things, it is not necessary to fill the
space between separators with polyurethane foam or foamed polystyrene
inserts to increase thermal insulation power. In the MB-70 system, antiburglary windows and doors can be made. In addition, different window
versions are available: the MB-70US window with the so-called concealed
casement and the MB-70 Industrial version, i.e. windows with a so-called
“steel-like” appearance, useful when modernising historic buildings.
The MB-70 system is also the basis for the construction of the MB-70 CW
so-called “cold-warm” façade.

Statoil, Warsaw
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design / arch. J. Mroziński,
arch. A. Małek.
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MB-70US

execution / Reconal, Rzeszów

Excellent resistance to water
penetration and air leakage
Tightness is ensured by the use of special
gaskets made of EPDM two-component
synthetic rubber: solid and cellular, to
provide resistance to aging during longterm operation and very good insulation
power.MB-70 is the first system in which
this material was used to make the central
gasket. The external glass gasket is mounted
in a continuous manner, without cutting at
corners, and its ends are joined with each
other at mid-height of the upper crosspiece
of the window frame. This way of glazing
ensures excellent water and air tightness.
Glass gaskets are hardly visible; thus, the
effect of so-called mourning frame around the
pane is reduced. Cover gaskets only require
trimming of the part that is mounted on the
section. Every window and door construction
of the MB-70 system has an effective
ventilation and drain system to remove water
from the pane chamber and the chamber
between the casement and frame.
The ventilation and drainage holes are
covered with plastic shields on the outside.
During the approval tests, the system
windows retained complete water tightness
up to 60 dPa.
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Designed compatibility
A characteristic feature of the system is its
strict correlation with the MB-45 and
MB-60 door-and-window systems. Assuming
such a constructional concept made it
possible to obtain and use many compatible
elements in these systems, such as shared
glazing beads, corners, sealing strips, glass
and cover gaskets, fixture, locks, and hinges;
and many identical manufacturing processes,
such as studding connectors of lacings
and crosspieces, gluing corners preceded
crimping by or studding, cutting out different
recesses, etc. One of the effects of this
unification is that the internal and external
appearance of products such as windows,
doors, etc, made in different external or
internal development systems, is almost
identical.
Different variants of solutions
The versatility and attractiveness of the
system is additionally enhanced by the
possibility to select from several variants of
solutions for different constructional details,
e.g. bottom sealing of door leaves, the shape
of glazing beads, and doorsill shapes and
heights.
Wide range of glazing
Panes and other fillings are fixed using glazing
beads and glass gaskets. The system allows
for the use of pane sets with a thickness
of 21 mm to 57 mm in window casings and
of 12 mm to 48 mm in fixed windows and
window leaves. Such a wide range of filling
thicknesses ensures that all typical and nonstandard panes can be used.

Design
3-chamber sections,
omega-type thermal separator 34 mm
in width,
so-called “two-component” EPDM
gaskets – elastic and well-insulating,
sections adjusted for assembling
fixture in conformity with the EURO
standard.
Glazing
thickness of filling 18 - 54 mm for
opening windows and 9 - 45 mm for
fixed windows.
Tightness and insulation
power
high thermal insulating power:
RMG 1 to DIN 4108.
Functionality and aesthetics
uniform external appearance of fixed
and opening windows,
fixed and inward-opening windows:
turn, tilt-and-turn, double-casement
with fixed mullion or overlap,
different types of glazing beads:
Standard, Prestige, Style,
possibility of building two-colour
constructions: profiles can have
one colour outside and another one
inside,
assembly in individual development
or aluminium façades.
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Freedom of fixture selection
The MB-70 construction enables installation
of typical, according to the European
standards, fixture, locks, and hinges.
The sections have profiled grooves whose
dimensions allow for the use of multi-point
locking fixture and connectors in accordance
with the EURO standard. Thus our customers’
various wishes can be fulfilled without
changing the basic structure.

High operational safety
The bottom glass edge in the door leaf is
16 cm above floor level, which prevents the
pane from breaking accidentally when the
door is being used. The appropriate wall
thickness of frame and casement sections,
glazing beads with closed profiles, and proven
fixture ensure good anti-burglary properties
of windows and doors.

Colour palette
A wide selection of colours in the standard
palette makes it possible to satisfy the needs
of the most demanding customers.
Colour coatings are applied by the powder
painting or anodising method.

Silesia City Center, Katowice
PKN Orlen, Płock

MB -70 S Y S T EM TA BL E

design / WMA Architects
arch. Magdalena Musiał, arch. Wojciech Musiał
execution / Elbudplast, Łódź
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design / STABIL, ARUP, BOSE
architects / Jacek Kuś, Piotr Kozłowski,
Borys Juraszyński, Marek Tryzybowicz
execution / SMS-PRO, Zabrze

Swoboda doboru okuć
S Y S T E M
Konstrukcja MB-70 jest dostosowana do
możliwości zamontowania w niej typowych,
wg standardów europejskich, okuć, zamków,
zawias. Kształtowniki posiadają wyprofilowane
rowki o takich wymiarach, aby można było w nich

MB-70 INDUSTRIAL

WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS / MB -70
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WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS / MB -70
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WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS / MB -70
Opening window – cross-section

MB-70

Opening window – cross-section
MB-70

MB-70

Opening window – cross-section
MB-70
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WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS / MB -70
Tilt and sliding window – cross-section

MB-70

Angle joint – cross-section

MB-70
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WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS / MB -70
Angle joint – cross-section
MB-70

„Standard” door – single-leaf,
outside opening, cross-section
MB-70

„Standard” door – single-leaf,
outside opening, cross-section
MB-70
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WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS / MB -70
Showcase with small windows
– cross-section

„Standard” door – single-leaf,
outside opening, cross-section
MB-70

MB-70

Double-leaf door – cross-section

MB-70
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WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS / MB -70
Showcase with small windows
– cross-section

MB-70

“Standard” door, single-leaf
– cross-section
MB-70

“Standard” door, single-leaf
– cross-section

MB-70
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Cross-section through
opening window

MB-70CW

Cold-warm façade based on windows.
This system, based on the MB-70
construction of windows with enhanced
thermal insulation power, is used to
develop façades with reinforced concrete
or brick walls with window openings.
In a façade like this there are two types
of fields, so-called “cold” and “warm”
fields. “Warm” fields are thermally
insulated windows mounted
in window openings in front of the façade,
while “cold” fields are inter-window
strips that protect the construction
and thermal insulation (e.g. mineral wool)
against weather conditions.
The use of this system reduces the
building time significantly, due to the
possibility of “closing” window openings
before the inter-window strips and the
external façade coating are made.
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The MB-70CW construction is
characterised by very good thermal
(frame group 1) and sound insulation.
It also meets the aesthetic requirements
that architects and investors have for
this type of façades, i.e. no difference
between “warm” and “cold” fields or
between fixed and opening elements
is visible when looking from the outside.
The strips of aluminium sections visible
from the external development side are
exceptionally narrow. Their width is
78.5 mm; thus, the construction gives
the impression of being slim and
lightweight.

Cross-section through
horizontal crosspiece

Scale 1:2
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MB-78EI

FIREPROOF CONSTRUCTIONS
The MB-78 EI firewall system is used to construct exterior and interior firewalls
with single and double-leaf doors with fire resistance class of EI15, EI30, EI45,
or EI60, according to PN-B-02851-1:1997. The construction of the MB-78 EI
system is based on aluminium profiles with a thermal separator. The constructional
depth of the profiles is 78 mm. The profiles are characterised by a low overall heattransfer coefficient U due to the use of, among other things, special profiled thermal
separators 34 mm wide. The system allows for glazing of any typical fireproof windows
of the appropriate class (filling thickness between 8 and 49 mm). As a part of this
system, it is also possible to obtain smoke-proof constructions in several variants.
It is also possible to bend profiles and build arch constructions.

F I R E WA L L S W I T H D O O R S
Wide possibilities of application
MB-78EI EI is a modern firewall system used to make exterior and interior
firewalls with single and double-leaf doors with fire resistance class of EI15,
EI30, EI45, or EI60.
Optimally selected profile shape
The system profiles have a three-chamber structure. The constructional
depth of profiles is 78 mm. The door leaf and frame surfaces are flush with
the wall both outside and inside. The shape of profiles makes it possible to
obtain slim and durable window and wall constructions.
High fire resistance and smoke tightness
Depending on the construction variant and type of panes (fillings) used, the
fire resistance of the MB-78EI system can be EI15, EI30, EI45, or EI60.
According to this classification, fire resistance concerns fire insulation and
tightness. It is obtained, among other things, by introduction of profiles
into internal chambers and fire resistance components into the spaces
between these profiles. The system also obtained high smoke tightness
classifications according to EN13501-2:2003 – classes Sm and Sa.
The classification according to UA GS VII.01/98 is S30.
The system is classified as non fire-spreading (NRO).
Excellent thermal and sound insulation power
The MB-78EI system is characterised by a low overall heat-transfer
coefficient U due to the use of special thermal separators and gaskets.
Profiles of this system meet the thermal requirements for the material
group 2.1 according to DIN 4108. Omega-type profiled thermal
separators of 34 mm in width are used in the system. The offered shape
of the separators improves profile stiffness in relation to flat separators
and facilitates water removal from sections, thus ensuring proper thermal
insulation under any weather conditions. A thermally insulated sill and
EPDM gaskets ensure good thermal insulation of door leaves and water
and air tightness. The system also ensures good thermal insulation.
The value of the Rw index depends on the pane and type of door used.
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FIREPROOF CONSTRUCTIONS / MB-78EI
Excellent resistance to water penetration
and air leakage
Tightness is ensured by the use of special EPDM gaskets to
provide resistance to aging during long-term operation.
Glass gaskets are cut at 45° and stuck at corners, while cover
gaskets do not require cutting at corners. This method of
glazing ensures excellent water and air tightness.
Every construction of the MB-78EI system, for external
applications, has an effective ventilation and drain system
to remove water from the pane chamber and the chamber
between the leaf and frame.

Jagiellonian Uniwersity in Crocow
design / Studio Fikus, arch. Marian Fikus
execution / Alsal, Cracow

Designed compatibility
A characteristic feature of the system is its large correlation
with the MB-45, MB-60 and MB-70door-and-window systems.
Assuming such a constructional concept made it possible to
obtain and use many compatible elements in these systems,
such as shared sections, corners, details, and fixture; and
many similar manufacturing processes, such as studding
connectors of lacings and crosspieces, gluing corners, etc.
Different variants of solutions
The versatility and attractiveness of the system is additionally
enhanced by the possibility to select from several variants
of solutions for different constructional details, e.g. bottom
sealing of door leaves and doorsill shape and height.
Wide range of glazing.
Freedom of fixture selection
The MB-78EI construction is adapted for installation of
typical, according to the European standards, fixture, locks,
and hinges for fire-resistant products. Thus, our customers’
various wishes may be fulfilled without changing the basic
structure.
High operational safety
The appropriate wall thickness and optimal shape of frame and
door leaf sections as well as proven fixture ensure excellent
usable properties of windows and doors. These features were
confirmed by approval tests.

Low labour-intensity. Stiff connections
Profiles are joined with minimum treatment, using aluminium connectors
and additional accessories. The “L”-type corner joints are made by cutting
the ends of frame or leaf profiles at 45° and crimping and riveting or
screwing them to aluminium corners slipped into the internal chambers of
the profiles. The “T”-type transverse joints are made by studding lacings
with slipped connectors. The use of glue ensures very high stiffness and
tightness of the joint. Doorsills are fixed so that they can be removed
without having to unscrew other components of the door.
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Colour palette
A wide selection of colours in the standard palette satisfies the needs of
the most demanding customers. Colour coatings are applied by the powder
painting or anodising method.

FIREPROOF CONSTRUCTIONS / MB-78EI
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FIREPROOF CONSTRUCTIONS / MB-78EI
Single-leaf door, outside or inside opening
– cross-section
MB-78EI

Single-leaf door, outside or inside opening
– cross-section
MB-78EI

Single-leaf door, outside or inside opening
– cross-section
MB-78EI
Single-leaf door, outside or inside opening
– cross-section
MB-78EI
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FIREPROOF CONSTRUCTIONS / MB-78EI
Single-leaf door, outside or inside opening
– cross-section
MB-78EI

Single-leaf door, outside or inside opening
– cross-section
MB-78EI

Double-leaf door – cross-section
MB-78EI
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FIREPROOF CONSTRUCTIONS / MB-78EI
Showcase – cross-section

MB-78EI

Showcase – cross-section

MB-78EI

Showcase – cross-section
MB-78EI
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FIREPROOF CONSTRUCTIONS / MB-78EI
Showcase with small windows
– cross-section

Fixed window – cross-section
MB-78EI

MB-78EI

Showcase with small windows
– cross-section
MB-78EI
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FIREPROOF CONSTRUCTIONS / MB-78EI
Expansion joint – cross-section
MB-78EI

Angle joints – cross-section
MB-78EI
MB-78EI

Angle joints – cross-section
MB-78EI
MB-78EI
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SPECTRAL 45

WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS

The system is used to make interior and exterior architectural elements that do not
require a thermal barrier, such as partition walls, windows, doors of different types,
including manually and automatically sliding doors, swing doors, cash-desk boxes, and
display cabinets. It is possible to use pane sets with a thickness of 2 mm to 26 mm.
Such a wide range of filling thicknesses ensures that most typical panes can be used.
The construction of sections allows for the installation of typical, according to the European
standards, fixture, locks, and hinges.

WITHOUT THERMAL BARRIER
Wide possibilities of application
SPECTRAL 45 is an aluminium system used
to realise exterior and interior development
elements that do not require thermal
insulation, such as partition walls, windows,
doors of different types, including manually
and automatically sliding doors, swing doors,
cash-desk boxes, and display cabinets.

Shape of profiles
The constructional depth of window sections
is 45 mm (frame), 53 mm (casement); and
of doors is 45 mm and 45 mm, respectively.
With windows and doors closed, the assumed
depths of casement and frame sections give
the effect of a single plane for windows and
the effect of the leaf being flush with the
frame surface for doors, when looking from
the outside.

Resistance to water penetration
and air leakage
Tightness is ensured by the use of special
EPDM gaskets, which provide resistance to
aging during long-term operation. The glass
gaskets and the central gasket are cut at
45° and stuck in the corners. The ventilation
and drainage holes are covered with plastic
shields on the outside.

Designed compatibility
A characteristic feature of the system is
its strict correlation with the SPECTRAL 60
door-and-window system. This assumption
made it possible to obtain, among other
things, shared glazing beads, corners, glass
and cover gaskets, as well as shared fixture,
locks, and hinges. One of the effects of this
unification is that the internal and external
appearance of products such as windows,
doors, etc, made in these external or internal
development systems, is almost identical.

Low labour-intensity
Profiles are joined with minimum treatment,
using the supplied aluminium connectors and
additional accessories. The “L”-type corner
joints are made by cutting the ends of frame
or leaf profiles at 45° and crimping and gluing
them using 2-component glue to aluminium
corners slipped into the internal chambers of
the sections. The “T”-type transverse joints
are made by screwing lacings with slipped
connectors and using glue. The use of glue
ensures a stiff and tight joint.

Wide range of glazing
Panes and other fillings are fixed using glazing
beads and glass gaskets. The system allows
for the use of pane sets with a thickness of
2 mm to 26 mm. Such a wide range of filling
thicknesses ensures that most typical panes
can be used.

Colour palette
A wide selection of colours in the standard
palette satisfies the needs of the most
demanding customers. Colour coatings are
applied by the powder painting or anodising
method.

Freedom of fixture selection
The construction of the SPECTRAL 45
system enables installation of typical,
according to the European standards,
fixture, locks, and hinges. Thus our
customers’ various wishes may be fulfilled
without changing the basic structure.
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WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS / SPECTRAL 45
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WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS / SPECTRAL 45
Window – cross-section
SPECTRAL 45

Window – cross-section
SPECTRAL 45

Window – cross-section
SPECTRAL 45

Angle joint – cross-section
SPECTRAL 45
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WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS / SPECTRAL 45
Door – cross-section
SPECTRAL 45

Door – cross-section
SPECTRAL 45

Door – cross-section
SPECTRAL 45

Door – cross-section
SPECTRAL 45
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WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS / SPECTRAL 45
Door – cross-section
SPECTRAL 45

SPECTRAL 45

Swing and sliding door
– cross-section
SPECTRAL 45

Swing door – cross-section

Sliding door – cross-section
SPECTRAL 45
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SPECTRAL 60

WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS

The system is used to realise thermally insulated constructions, such as windows and
doors of different types, vestibules, and showcases. The system sections have a threechamber construction and their basic depth is 60 mm (window and door frame, window
casement) and 68 mm. Spectral 60 is a popular solution – it is characterised by a simple
construction and uncomplicated manufacturing technology. Its construction allows for the
use of fillings with a thickness of 16 to 41 mm and installation of typical, according to the
European standards, fixture, locks, and hinges.

WITH THERMAL BARRIER
Wide possibilities of application
SPECTRAL 60 is an aluminium system used
to realise exterior development elements
that require thermal insulation, such as
windows and doors of different types,
vestibules, and showcases.

Shape of profiles
The system profiles have a three-chamber
structure. The constructional depth of
window sections is 60 mm (frame), 68 mm
(casement); and of doors is 60 mm and
60 mm, respectively. With windows and doors
closed, these depths of casement and frame
sections give the effect of a single plane
for windows and the effect of the leaf being
flush with the frame surface for doors, when
looking from the outside.

Thermal and sound insulation
power
Thermal insulation of the SPECTRAL 60
system is ensured due to the use of thermal
separators and appropriate gaskets.
Thermal separators are made from glass
fibre-reinforced polyamide. The system also
ensures good sound insulation. The value of
the Rw index depends on the pane used and
the type of window or door.
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Sport Palace, Kiev, Ukraine
design / арх. Гнездилова Е.
execution / Микол, Киев

WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS / SPECTRAL 60
Resistance to water penetration
and air leakage
Tightness is ensured by the use of special
EPDM synthetic rubber gaskets that
provide resistance to aging during longterm operation. The glass gaskets and the
central gasket are cut at 45° and stuck in
the corners. The ventilation and drainage
holes are covered with plastic shields on the
outside.

Designed compatibility
A characteristic feature of the system is
its strict correlation with the SPECTRAL 45
door-and-window system. This assumption
made it possible to obtain, among other
things, shared glazing beads, corners, glass
and cover gaskets, as well as shared fixture,
locks, and hinges. One of the effects of this
unification is that the internal and external
appearance of products such as windows,
doors, etc, made in these external or internal
development systems, is almost identical.

Wide range of glazing
Panes and other fillings are fixed using glazing
beads and glass gaskets. The system allows
for the use of pane sets with a thickness of
16 mm to 41 mm. Such a wide range of filling
thicknesses ensures that all typical panes
can be used.

Low labour-intensity
Profiles are joined with minimum treatment,
using the supplied aluminium connectors and
additional accessories. The “L”-type corner
joints are made by cutting the ends of frame
or leaf profiles at 45° and crimping and gluing
them using 2-component glue to aluminium
corners slipped into the internal chambers of
the sections. The “T”-type transverse joints
are made by screwing lacings with slipped
connectors and using glue. The use of glue
ensures a stiff and tight joint.

Office and leaving building, Kiev, Ukraine
design / арх. Жежерин В.
execution / Энран, Киев

Freedom of fixture selection
The construction of the SPECTRAL 60
system enables the installation of typical,
according to the European standards,
fixture, locks, and hinges. Thus our
customers’ various wishes can be fulfilled
without changing the basic structure.

Colour palette
A wide selection of colours in the standard
palette satisfies the needs of the most
demanding customers. Colour coatings are
applied by the powder painting or anodising
method.
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WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS / SPECTRAL 60
Window – cross-section
SPECTRAL 60

Window – cross-section
SPECTRAL 60

Window – cross-section
SPECTRAL 60

Window – cross-section
SPECTRAL 60
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WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS / SPECTRAL 60
Window – cross-section
SPECTRAL 60

Door – cross-section
SPECTRAL 60

Door – cross-section
SPECTRAL 60

Door – cross-section
SPECTRAL 60
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WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS / SPECTRAL 60
Door – cross-section
SPECTRAL 60

Door – cross-section
SPECTRAL 60

Door – cross-section
SPECTRAL 60
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MB-WINDOW IN
BOARD
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WINDOWS AND DOORS IN MULTI-LAYER BOARDS

MB-WINDOW IN BOARD

A system of aluminium sections that allows easy and aesthetic mounting of
windows and doors of the MB-45, MB-60, and MB-70 systems in facilities
made from layered boards of different types, with thicknesses of 60 - 150 mm.
The system is characterised by very simple construction and easy assembly, which
is done by snapping the fixing angles and masking sections in special gripping strips.
It is of great importance at a time of growing requirements related to reduction the
in time of assembly works.

MB-60 opening window – cross-section

Window in board

Window in board
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MB-WG60

WINTER GARDENS

MB-WG60 thermally insulated profiles system designed for building winter gardens
and other constructions such as orangeries, verandas, etc, allowing users to have
direct contact with nature and the surrounding landscape. Construction of this type
is to provide a new quality of life in the living space, with light flooding in from above.
Thus we can obtain excellent lighting of the room and the optimum climate of the
interior. In the conventional meaning, a Winter Garden is an unheated veranda used in
winter and summer time, making it possible to rest close to nature. Our aim was to
design such a system that could be used as a living room all year long.

Construction
The winter garden system was designed with consideration
to the user’s basic requirements related to the required
aesthetics of the space. The basic bearing profiles, socalled rafters, are formed as a reverse profile ⊥ ending
with a radius of 20 mm, as seen from outside of the
room. To increase the roof’s strength, the profiles can be
reinforced with additional aluminium or steel components.
The rafters are tied to purlin profiles and hinge profiles
supported on the eaves transom and wall transom in a
cascading manner, which significantly facilitates proper
water removal and allows for effective ventilation of the
room. The roof inclination angle is 7°-45° off plumb.

Thermal insulating power
Very good thermal insulating power of aluminium profiles
and high durability was obtained as a result of using
special chamber thermal separators. EPDM membranes
and HPVC profile provide thermal protection of the
pane corner area, which is particularly exposed to low
temperatures.

Glazing and resistance to water
penetration
The construction allows for the use of glazing of 24-36mm.
To ensure effective removal of rainwater from the roof and
of condensate from the inside of the room, the system is
equipped with an internal gutter integrated with the eaves
transom profile and hinge profile and with an external
gutter detached from the eaves transom, which makes it
possible to change the appearance of the Winter Garden.
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Designed compatibility
The system allows for the use of MB window and door fillings
and other elements available on the market as plastic,
wooden, and other systems.

Colour palette
A wide selection of colours in the standard palette satisfies
the needs of the most demanding customers. Colour coatings
are applied by the powder painting or anodising method.

OTHER SYSTEMS / MB -WG60
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OTHER SYSTEMS / MB -WG60
Eaves transom cross-section
MB-WG60
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OTHER SYSTEMS / MB -WG60
Purlin – cross-section
MB-WG60

Purlin – cross-section
MB-WG60
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OTHER SYSTEMS / MB -WG60
Rafter – cross-section
MB-WG60

Wall transom – cross-section
MB-WG60
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OWAL,SK

FUNCTIONALITY
The adaptation system is designed for use in
existing buildings. The roller blind is rolled up
into an aluminium box placed on the wall or in
the reveal. The box is then a decorative
element, matched to the building’s
appearance. One of the solutions is the
possibility to use a mosquito net installed
in the roller-blind box (Moskito system).
The integrated system ensures independent
operation of the roller blind and anti-insect net.

DESIGN
The roller-blind profiles are made from highgrade aluminium sheet covered with a twolayer varnish coat in the PUR-PA system,
characterised by enhanced resistance to
abrasion and weather conditions. Thanks to
the filling foam, the profiles are marked by
good thermal and sound insulating power.
This system offers a choice of two types of
boxes;
- quadrangular in the SK system;
- round in OWAL the system.
SK boxes are made from high-grade
aluminium sheet, similarly to the roller-blind
profiles. This sheet has two-layer varnish
coats in the PUR-PA system.

ROLLER SHUTTERS SYSTEMS

Round, extruded OWAL boxes are
characterised by very high durability and long
life, while at the same time ensuring a high
level of safety and protection. By using a
rounded cover plate mounted to the rail, we
obtain the aesthetic and functional OWAL
system.

OPERATION COMFORT
The roller blinds can be controlled manually
or through the electrical drive connected
with the control system that allows for their
comfortable operation.

UTILITY VALUES
The well-thought-out construction of the
roller blinds and appropriately selected
materials provide effective protection
against uninvited guests. In addition, they
provide excellent thermal insulation, making
it possible to significantly cut heating costs
in winter and reduce the degree to which
rooms heat up in summer. Its connection
with the Moskito system additionally keeps
the building’s interior free from insects, while
at the same time maintaining access to light
and air.

CERTIFICATES
The elements used for production of Aluprof
system roller blinds are certified for
conformity with relevant technical approvals,
allowing the blinds to be universally used in
the building industry.
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FLUSH-MOUNTED

S Y S T E M

INTEGRO

FUNCTIONALITY
INTEGRO flush-mounted system is designed
for use in newly-built properties. It allows
architects and designers to use optimum
solutions. The use of the system in the
existing facilities is possible after necessary
changes within the header are made.
One of the solutions is the possibility to use
a mosquito net installed in the roller-blind
box (Moskito system). The integrated system
ensures independent operation of the roller
blind and anti-insect net.
DESIGN
The roller-blind profiles are made from highgrade aluminium sheet covered with a twolayer varnish coat in the PUR-PA system,
characterised by enhanced resistance to
abrasion and weather conditions. Thanks to
the filling foam, the profiles are marked by
good thermal and sound insulting power. The
roller-blind box built under the header is an
integral part of the façade. The box’s face is
at the same time the base for any finishing
material (e.g. plaster, clinker) and thus it
remains an imperceptible element of the
façade. The INTEGRO system elements do not
interfere with the construction of the window,
door, and header, and thus do not disturb
the energetic balance of the building. In this
system, roller blinds are made in the outwardrolling (left-hand) version only.

ROLLER SHUTTERS SYSTEMS

OPERATION COMFORT
The roller blinds can be controlled manually or
through the electrical drive connected with the
control system that allows for their comfortable
operation.

UTILITY VALUES
The well-thought-out construction of the roller
blinds and appropriately selected materials
provide effective protection against uninvited
guests. In addition, they provide excellent thermal
insulation, making it possible to significantly cut
heating costs in winter and reduce the degree to
which rooms heat up in summer. Its connection
with the Moskito system additionally keeps the
building’s interior free from insects, while at the
same time maintaining access to light and air.

CERTIFICATES
The elements used for production of Aluprof
system roller blinds are certified for conformity
with relevant technical approvals, allowing the
blinds to be universally used in the building industry.
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ROLLER SHUT TERS SYSTEMS / flush-mounted system INTEGRO

Wall
Header
Plaster
Thermal insulation

Grid

Window filling
Plaster rail
- aluminium section 20 x 30
Window

OUTSIDE

INSIDE

INSIDE

Wall
Window

Guide rail distance
Guide rail
Curtain
Thermal insulation

Mosquito net
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OUTSIDE

OVER-HEADER

S Y S T E M

S K N

FUNCTIONALITY
The SKN system is designed for use in
newly-built properties. It allows architects
and designers to use optimum solutions.
SKN boxes are finished construction
elements to be used by architects and
building companies.

DESIGN
The roller-blind profiles are made from highgrade aluminium sheet covered with a twolayer varnish coat in the PUR-PA system,
characterised by enhanced resistance to
abrasion and weather conditions.
Thanks to the filling foam, the profiles are
marked by good thermal and sound insulting
power. The box made from hard foamed
polystyrene ensures the appropriate level of
thermal insulation and a trouble-free finish
for the façade. The SKN system elements
do not interfere with the construction
of window, door, and header, and thus do
not disturb the energetic balance of the
building. In this system, roller blinds are
made in the inward-rolling (right-hand)
version only.

ROLLER SHUTTERS SYSTEMS

OPERATION COMFORT
The roller blinds can be controlled manually
or through the electrical drive connected
with the control system that allows for their
comfortable operation.

UTILITY VALUES
The well-thought-out construction of the
roller blinds and appropriately selected
materials provide effective protection against
uninvited guests. In addition, they provide
excellent thermal insulation, making it
possible to significantly reduce heating costs
in winter and considerably reduce the degree
to which rooms heat up in summer.
CERTIFICATES
The elements used for production of Aluprof
system roller blinds are certified for
conformity with relevant technical approvals,
allowing the blinds to be universally used in
the building industry.
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ROLLER SHUT TERS SYSTEMS / over-header system SKN

Header

Thermal insulation

Plaster grid

Thermal insulation

Window

OUTSIDE

INSIDE

INSIDE

Wall
Window

Thermal
insulation
Guide rail
Curtain

OUTSIDE
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DESIGN
Depending on the overall dimensions and
conditions of installation, it is possible to
mount the garage gate on brackets and
in a box. The gate profiles are made from
high-grade aluminium sheet. This sheet
is covered with a two-layer varnish coat
in the PUR-PA system, characterised by
enhanced resistance to abrasion and weather
conditions. Thanks to the filling foam, the
profiles are marked by good thermal and
sound insulting power. The appropriate
amount of fresh air and light can be provided
by using ventilation and glazed profiles in the
gate curtain.

SAFETY
In accordance with the applicable standards,
the garage gate is standard-equipped with
protection against crushing when closing.
In the event of power failure, the gate can
be opened using the emergency manual
drive. The gate is also standard-equipped
with protection against lifting. The gate
drive’s electromagnetic brake and the locking
hangers efficiently thwart any attempts to
raise the gate. The curtain consists of PA
77 profiles that are resistant to mechanical
operation. Solid guide rails with walls of
appropriate thickness prevent the curtain
from being torn out.

OPERATION COMFORT
The electrical drive allows for the use of a
remote control. The radio-wave control allows
the gate to be opened and closed without
the need to get out of the car. This can be
appreciated most of all in the evening, when
it is raining, or in winter.

GA RAG E R O LL-U P
GAT E
FUNCTIONALITY
The garage roll-up gate can be mounted in
existing facilities as well as in those that
are still being built. One of the advantages
of using it is space saving. The gate,
which is operated in the vertical plane, is
a good solution when the driveway to the
garage is short or comes directly from
the street. It significantly improves the
driver’s safety, as the raised curtain of
the gate does not limit visibility.
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Existing header

INSIDE

OUTSIDE

Guide rail

INSIDE

Wall

Curtain

Guide rail
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OUTSIDE

G AT E S S Y S T E M S / i n d u s t r i a l r o l l - u p g a t e
FUNCTIONALITY
The industrial gate can be mounted in existing
facilities, as well as in those that are still
being erected. The gate is controlled using
a switch inside the building.
When necessary, the radio-wave control
or other combinations of control devices
can also be used to improve the comfort of
operation.

I N D U S T R I AL ROLL-UP
GAT E

SAFETY
In accordance with applicable standards, the
industrial gate is standard-equipped with the
following protections:
- emergency brake to protect against selfunwinding of a gate;
- contact emergency sensor in the bottom
strip to protect against being crushed by the
closing gate;
- photocell system that reacts to movement
in the clearance of the gate and stops or
reverses the direction of the gate’s curtain
as a result of this movement;
- emergency manual drive to enable opening
or closing the gate using a crank or chain in
the event of power failure.

APPLICATION
The industrial gates represent the primary
protection of openings of building shops,
warehouses, or commercial and service
buildings from unauthorised access, breakins, and weather conditions. These are
external gates, situated behind the opening
of the building inside the facility. They may
also be used as internal gates.

CONSTRUCTION
AND TECHNICAL PARAMETERS
The gate’s curtain is made from PE 100
extruded aluminium profile. The shape and
thickness of its walls were selected so
that the curtain made from it is stable and
resistant to mechanical damage. Profiles and
guide rails are coated with powder paints
in a wide range of RAL colours. The curtain
is rolled up into a steel winding tube sitting
on the brackets that are its support and
bearings. For gates mounted within the area
of the header, attention should be paid to
the minimum height of the header that is
required to mount the gate.
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FUNCTIONALITY
The roll-up grating can be mounted in existing
facilities as well as in those that are still
being built. The basic function of the roll-up
grating is to protect the facility and at the
same time:
- allow presentation of shop windows;
- provide proper ventilation in shopping
arcades and underground garages;
- use glazing in the grating profile as an
additional protection against wind and other
weather conditions.

DESIGN
Depending on the overall dimensions and
conditions of installation, it is possible to
mount the roll-up grating on brackets and
in a box. The gate’s curtain is made from
extruded aluminium PEK 80 grating profile.
Profiles and guide rails are coated with
powder paints in a wide range of RAL colours.
The shape of the profile allows glazing, which
provides additional protection against wind
and other weather conditions.

OPERATION COMFORT
The grating is controlled using a switch inside
or outside the area. When necessary, the
radio-wave control or key-operated switches
can also be used to operate the grating from
outside.

SAFETY
In accordance with the applicable standards,
the roll-up grating is typically equipped
with protection against crushing when
closing. In the event of power failure, the
grating can be opened using the emergency
manual drive. It is also standard-equipped
with protection against lifting. The grating
drive’s electromagnetic brake and the locking
hangers effectively thwart any attempts to
raise the gate.
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